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1. Introduction
Since the seminal work of Butcher on integration methods [1,2] rooted trees (otherwise called Cay-
ley trees [3]) are recognized as a basic combinatorial structure underlying the numerical and exact
solution of ordinary differential equations (see for example [4] and the monograph of Hairer, Nørsett
and Wanner [5,4]). Trees are also present in the work of Connes and Kreimer [6–8] on the combi-
natorial structure of renormalization in perturbative Quantum Field Theory and connections between
Runge–Kutta methods and renormalization has been explored by Brouder [9,10]. Connes and Kreimer
explored a Hopf algebra structure on rooted trees to disentangle nested sub-divergences in the Feyn-
man diagrams of perturbative QFT. Starting point is the work of Kreimer [11,12] which introduced
nested integrals indexed by trees in the analysis of Feynman diagrams. The same Hopf algebra was
described before by Dür [13] (for basic results on Hopf algebras see e.g. [14]).
Literature on combinatorial and algebraic properties of rooted trees is quite large, we prefer to
single out the work of Hoffman [15] and the two papers of Foissy [16,17] on labeled rooted trees.
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iterated integrals [18,19] which is at the base of Lyons theory of rough paths [20]. Lyons theory
allows to deﬁne and solve differential equations driven by irregular “noises”. For an exposition see
the work of Lyons cited above, the book of Lyons and Qian [21], the introductory article of Lejay [22].
For alternative approaches to rough paths see the paper [23] of the present author or Feyel and
de La Pradelle [24].
Chen [18] showed that a given path in a manifold can be encoded in the Hopf algebra of its iter-
ated integrals. Lyons [20] realized that this encoding is good enough to recover solutions of differential
equation driven by such a path.
The aim of the present paper is to build a bridge between rooted trees and rough paths. Here
we would like to describe how to encode a control path in a function on labeled rooted trees which
we call a branched rough path and then generalize the theory of Lyons to build solutions of driven
differential equation using this new encoding.
The advantage of this approach is that we can dispose of the notion of geometric rough path which
is fundamental in Lyons theory. Geometric rough paths possess a rich structure and present nice con-
nections with the geometry of certain Carnot groups [25] but there are situations where the geometric
property is not natural, e.g. in Itô stochastic integration or in inﬁnite dimensional generalizations of
rough paths [26,27]. A more abstract motivation is to prove that it is possible to build a complete
theory of rough paths (at any level of roughness) in the non-geometric setting. Series over trees can
be helpful also in the geometric setting: recently Neuenkirch, Nourdin, Rößler and Tindel [28] stud-
ied asymptotic expansions for solutions of SDE driven by fractional Brownian motion using expansion
over trees.
In Lyons’ theory to perform various computations (e.g. Taylor expansions) the geometric condition
is (implicitly) used to ensure that products of iterated integrals can be expanded in a sum of other
iterated integrals. On the other hand iterated integrals indexed by trees already form a closed algebra
with respect to point-wise product and path integration (see below for details). Thus, by enriching the
notion of rough path we are able to perform computations as in the case of geometric rough paths
and build a complete theory for non-geometric rough integrals. Moreover we hope that such a bridge
can inspire novel integration methods for stochastic differential equations in the line of [29].
The plan of the note is the following. In Section 2 we introduce the concept of (labeled) rooted
tree, the associated (Dürr–Connes–Kreimer) Hopf algebra and ﬁx the relative notations. In Section 3
we summarize the theory of ﬁnite increments described in [23] which can be used as the base for
building rough paths theory. In Section 4 we introduce iterated integrals indexed by labeled rooted
trees and prove the basic multiplicative property which is a generalization of Chen’s multiplicative
property for usual iterated integrals. Next, in Section 5 we explain how sums over iterated inte-
grals indexed by rooted trees encode the solutions of driven differential equations. At this point we
are ready to generalize rough paths and introduce the notion of branched rough path (in Section 7),
prove a generalized extension theorem and construct the branched rough path associated to an almost
branched rough path (following the development of the standard theory, see e.g. [20]). In Section 8,
we introduce path controlled by a branched rough path and show how to solve differential equations
driven by a branched rough path. Finally in Section 9 we discuss another motivation to consider tree-
labeled series: rough paths adapted to the solution of (deterministic or stochastic) inﬁnite dimensional
equations.
2. Trees
Given a ﬁnite set L, deﬁne an L-labeled rooted tree as a ﬁnite graph with a special vertex called
root such that there is a unique path from the root to any other vertex of the tree. Moreover to
each vertex there is associated an element of L. Here some examples of rooted trees labeled by
L = {1,2,3}:
•2 •1
•3
•2
•2 •1
•1
•3
•2
•1
•1
•1 •2
•3 •1
.
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order of the branches at any vertex is ignored so the following two are representations of the same
(unlabeled) tree:
•
•
•
•
•
• •
•
.
Given k L-decorated rooted trees τ1, . . . , τk and a label a ∈ L we deﬁne τ = [τ1, . . . , τk]a as the tree
obtained by attaching the k roots of τ1, . . . , τk to a new vertex with label a which will be the root
of τ . Any decorated rooted tree can be constructed using the simple decorated tree •a (a ∈ L) and
the operation [· · ·], e.g.
[•] = •
• [•, [•]]= ••
•
•
, etc.
Denote by TL the set of all L decorated rooted trees and let T be the set of rooted trees without
decoration (i.e. for which the set of labels L is made of a single element). There is a canonical map
TL → T which simply forget all the labels and every function on T can be extended, using this map
to a function on TL for any set of labels L. Let | · | : T →R be the map which counts the number of
vertices of the (undecorated) tree and which can be deﬁned recursively as
| • | = 1, ∣∣[τ1, . . . , τk]∣∣= 1+ |τ1| + · · · + |τk|,
moreover we deﬁne the tree factorial γ : T →R as
γ (•) = 1, γ ([τ1, . . . , τk])= ∣∣[τ1, . . . , τk]∣∣γ (τ1) · · ·γ (τk).
Last we deﬁne the symmetry factor σ : TL → R with the recursive formula σ(τ ) = 1 for |τ | = 1
and
σ
([
τ 1 · · ·τ k]a)= k!δ(τ 1, . . . , τ k)σ (τ 1) · · ·σ (τ k) (1)
where δ(τ 1, . . . , τ k) counts the number of different ordered k-uples (τ 1, . . . , τ k) which corresponds to
the same (unordered) collection {τ 1, . . . , τ k} of subtrees. The factor k!/δ(τ 1, . . . , τ k) counts the order
of the subgroup of permutations of k elements which does not change the ordered k-uple (τ 1, . . . , τ k).
Then σ(τ ) is the order of the subgroup of permutations on the vertex of the tree τ which do not
change the tree (taking into account also the labels). Another equivalent recursive deﬁnition for σ is
σ
([(
τ 1
)n1 · · · (τ k)nk]a)= n1! · · ·nk!σ (τ 1)n1 · · ·σ(τk)nk
where τ 1, . . . , τ k are distinct subtrees and n1, . . . ,nk the respective multiplicities.
Deﬁne the algebra ATL as the commutative polynomial algebra generated by {1} ∪ TL over R,
i.e. elements of ATL are ﬁnite linear combination with coeﬃcients in R of formal monomials in the
form τ1τ2 · · ·τn with τ1, . . . , τn ∈ TL or of the unit 1 ∈ ATL . The set of all tree monomials is the set
of forests FL including the empty forest 1 ∈ FL . The algebra ATL is endowed with a graduation g
given by g(τ1 · · ·τn) = |τ1|+ · · ·+ |τn| and g(1) = 0. This graduation induces a corresponding ﬁltration
of ATL in ﬁnite dimensional linear subspaces AnTL generated by the set FnL of forests of degree
 n.
Any map f : TL → A where A is some commutative algebra, can be extended in a unique way to
a homomorphism f : ATL → A by setting: f (τ1 · · ·τn) = f (τ1) f (τ2) · · · f (τn).
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ε(1) = 1 and ε(τ ) = 0 otherwise and a coproduct  : ATL → ATL ⊗ ATL in the following way:  is
an algebra homomorphism, i.e. (1) = 1⊗ 1, (τ1 · · ·τn) = (τ1) · · ·(τn) and acts linearly on linear
combinations of forests and on each tree it acts recursively as
(τ) = 1⊗ τ +
∑
a∈L
(
Ba+ ⊗ id
)[

(
Ba−(τ )
)]
(2)
where Ba+(1) = •a and Ba+(τ1 · · ·τn) = [τ1 · · ·τn]a and Ba− is the inverse of Ba+ or is equal to zero if
the tree root does not have label a, i.e.
Ba−
(
Bb+(τ1 · · ·τn)
)= {τ1 · · ·τn if a = b,
0 otherwise.
The coproduct  has an explicit description in terms of cuts which is useful in some proofs. A cut of
a tree τ is a subset of its edges which is selected to be removed. A cut is admissible if going from the
root to any leaf of the tree we meet at most one edge belonging to the cut. Given a tree τ ∈ TL and
an admissible cut c, we denote with Rc(τ ) ∈ TL the tree obtained after the cut (that is the subgraph
containing the root) while the set of subtrees detached from the “trunk” by the cut is denoted by
Pc(τ ) ∈ FL . With this notation the action of the coproduct on trees τ ∈ TL can be described by the
formula
(τ) = 1⊗ τ + τ ⊗ 1+
∑
c
Rc(τ ) ⊗ Pc(τ ) (3)
where the sum is performed over all non-trivial admissible cuts c of τ .
Endowed with ε and  the algebra ATL becomes a bialgebra, there exists also an antipode S
which completes the deﬁnition of the Hopf algebra structure on TL as described by Connes and
Kreimer [6] (in the unlabeled case).
Note that our deﬁnition of the coproduct differs from the one commonly present in the literature
by the exchange of the order of the factors in the tensor product in order to be consistent with other
notations present in the paper.
There exist various notations for the coproduct , we will often use Sweedler’s notation τ =∑
τ(1) ⊗ τ(2) but we also introduce a counting function c : TL × TL × FL →N such that
τ =
∑
ρ∈TL, σ∈FL
c(τ ,ρ,σ )ρ ⊗ σ .
In the following we will use letters τ ,ρ,σ , . . . to denote trees in TL or forests in FL , the degree
g(τ ) of a forest τ ∈ FL will also be written as |τ |. Roman letters a,b, c, . . . ∈ L will denote vector
indexes (i.e. labels) while a,b, . . . will denote multi-indexes with values in L: a = (a1, . . . ,an) ∈ Ln
with |a| = n the size of this multi-index.
3. Increments
Given T > 0, a vector space V and an integer k  1, we denote by Ck(V ) the set of continuous
functions g : [0, T ]k → V such that gt1···tk = 0 whenever ti = ti+1 for some 0  i  k − 1. Such a
function will be called a k-increment, and we will set C∗(V ) = ⋃k1 Ck(V ). We write Ck = Ck(R).
There is a cochain complex (C∗(V ), δ) where the coboundary δ, satisfying δ2 = 0, is deﬁned as follows
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δ : Ck(V ) → Ck+1(V ), (δg)t1···tk+1 =
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i gt1···tˆi ···tk+1 , (4)
here tˆi means that this particular argument is omitted. We will denote ZCk(V ) = Ck(V ) ∩ Ker δ and
BCk(V ) = Ck(V ) ∩ Im δ, respectively the spaces of k-cocycles and of k-coboundaries.
Some simple examples of actions of δ, which will be the ones we will really use throughout
the paper, are obtained by letting g ∈ C1(V ) and h ∈ C2(V ). Then, for any t,u, s ∈ [0, T ], we have
(δg)ts = gt − gs , and (δh)tus = hts −htu −hus . Furthermore, it is readily checked [23] that the complex
(C∗(V ), δ) is acyclic, i.e. ZCk+1(V ) = BCk(V ) for any k 1, or otherwise stated, the sequence
0→R→ C1(V ) δ−→ C2(V ) δ−→ C3(V ) δ−→ C4(V ) → ·· · (5)
is exact. This implies in particular that if δh = 0 for some h ∈ C2(V ) then there exists f ∈ C1(V ) such
that δ f = h. Thus we get a heuristic interpretation of the coboundary δh: it measures how much a
given 2-increment h is far from being an exact increment of a function (i.e. a ﬁnite difference).
When V = R the complex (C∗, δ) is an (associative, non-commutative) graded algebra once en-
dowed with the following (exterior) product: for g ∈ Cn and h ∈ Cm let gh ∈ Cn+m−1 be the element
deﬁned by
(gh)t1,...,tm+n−1 = gt1,...,tnhtn,...,tm+n−1 , t1, . . . , tm+n−1 ∈ [0, T ]. (6)
In this context, the coboundary δ acts as a graded derivation with respect to the algebra structure. In
particular we have the following useful properties.
(i) Let g,h be two elements of C1. Then
δ(gh) = δg h + g δh. (7)
(ii) Let g ∈ C1 and h ∈ C2. Then
δ(gh) = δg h + g δh, δ(hg) = δh g − h δg.
The iterated integrals of smooth functions on [0, T ] are particular cases of elements of C which
will be of interest for us. Consider f ∈ C∞1 , where C∞1 is the set of smooth functions from [0, T ] to R.
For each h ∈ C2 the integral
∫ t
s dfu hus , which will be denoted by J (df h), can be considered as an
element of C2. That is, for s, t ∈ [0, T ], we set
Jts(df h) =
t∫
s
dfu hus.
The basic relation between integration and the coboundary δ is given by the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let h ∈ C2 such that δh =∑i h1,ih2,i (ﬁnite sum) for h1,i,h2,i ∈ C2 and let x ∈ C∞1 . Then
δJ (dxh) = J (dx)h +
∑
i
J (dxh(1,i))h(2,i). (8)
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δJ (dxh)tus =
t∫
s
hvs dxv −
u∫
s
hvs dxv −
t∫
u
hvu dxv
=
t∫
u
(hvs − hvu)dxv =
t∫
u
δhvus dxv +
t∫
u
hus dxv
=
∑
i
t∫
u
h(1,i)vu dxv h
(2,i)
us + Jtu(dx)hus. 
Given a vector {xi}i=1,...,d of elements of C∞1 introduce iterated integrals recursively as
J (dxi1 dxi2 · · ·dxin)= J [dxi1 J (dxi2 · · ·dxin)]
where i1, . . . , in ∈ {1, . . . ,d}. Then by using Lemma 3.1 we recover Chen’s multiplicative property (in
disguise)
δJ (dxi1 · · ·dxin)= n−1∑
k=1
J (dxi1 · · ·dxik)J (dxik+1 · · ·dxin), (i1, . . . , in) ∈ {1, . . . ,d}n. (9)
4. Rooted trees and iterated integrals
Let x = {xa}a=1,...,d be a family of smooth elements in C1 and L = {1,2, . . . ,d} the set of indexes.
By iterating integrations along the elements of x we can build a map X : TL → C([0, T ]2;R) deﬁned
as follows:
X•ats =
t∫
s
dxau, X
[τ 1···τ k]a
ts =
t∫
s
k∏
i=1
Xτ
i
us dx
a
u . (10)
On the vector space C2 we introduce the associative and commutative inner product ◦ as (a ◦ b)ts =
atsbts for a,b ∈ C2. With this product C2 becomes an algebra and as explained before we can extend
the map X : TL → C2 to a map on ATL by linearity and by letting Xτ1···τnts = Xτ1ts Xτ2ts · · · Xτnts for the
value of X on the forest τ1 · · ·τn . Using this product we can write X [τ1···τn]a =
∫
Xτ1···τn dxa .
Let C+2 = C2 ⊕ e be the unital algebra obtained by adding to the algebra C2 the unit e such that
ets = 1 for any t, s ∈ [0, T ].
The product ◦ has the following relation with δ:
δ(a ◦ b) = δa ◦ δb + (ea + ae) ◦ δb + (eb + be) ◦ δa + ab + ba (11)
where ◦ is deﬁned on C3 in the natural way: (g ◦ h)tus = gtushtus for every g,h ∈ C3.
If on the algebra (C2,◦) we consider the exterior product C2 ⊗ C2 → C3 then we can extend the
homomorphism X also to the tensor product ATL ⊗ ATL by Xσ⊗ρ = Xσ Xρ for every σ ,ρ ∈ ATL .
Denote with Ia : C2 → C2 the integration map given by Ia(h) = J (dxa h) then for all elements
σ ∈ ATL we have Ia Xσ = XBa+σ : the map Ba+ represent integration on the sub-algebra AX ⊂ C+2 gen-
erated by {Xτ }τ∈TL . This sub-algebra contains the polynomial algebra generated by the set {δxa}a∈L:
X•a1 ···•an = X•a1 ◦ · · · ◦ X•an = δxa1 ◦ · · · ◦ δxan . (12)
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J (dxa1 · · ·dxan)= Ia1 Ia2 · · · Ian−1(δxan)= XBa1+ Ba2+ ···Ban−1+ •an = X [···[•an ]an−1 ···]a1 . (13)
To future use let us denote with T ChenL the subset of TL made of “linear” labeled trees of the form[· · · [•an ]an−1 · · ·]a1 .
What is remarkable is the relation between the coalgebra structure of the trees and the algebraic
properties of the iterated integrals X with respect to the coboundary δ as illustrated in the next
theorem.
Theorem 4.1 (Tree multiplicative property). The map X satisﬁes the following algebraic relation:
δXσ = X′(σ ), σ ∈ ATL, (14)
where ′ is the reduced coproduct ′(τ ) = (τ) − 1⊗ τ − τ ⊗ 1.
Proof. We will proceed by induction on the degree g of the forests in ATL deﬁned above. It is clear
that the relation (14) holds for the simple tree •a with degree g = 1. Assume that Eq. (14) holds for
every monomial with degree less than n and let us prove it for monomials of degree n.
We need the following two properties of the reduced coproduct: ﬁrst, its recursive deﬁnition can
be rewritten as
′(τ ) =
∑
a∈L
•a ⊗ Ba−(τ ) +
∑
a
(
Ba+ ⊗ id
)[
′
(
Ba−(τ )
)]
(15)
which follows directly from (2). Next a formula for the action of ′ on products of monomials:
′(ρσ ) = ′σ′ρ + (1⊗ σ + σ ⊗ 1)′ρ + (1⊗ ρ + ρ ⊗ 1)′σ + ρ ⊗ σ + σ ⊗ ρ (16)
for ρ,σ monomials on trees. Assume g(ρσ ) = n and let us compute δXρσ using Eq. (11):
δXρσ = δ(Xρ ◦ Xσ )
= δXρ ◦ (Xσ e + eXσ )+ δXσ ◦ (Xρe + eXρ)+ δXρ ◦ δXσ + Xρ Xσ + Xσ Xρ.
Since g(σ ) < n and g(ρ) < n we obtain
δXρσ = X′ρ ◦ (Xσ e + eXσ )+ X′σ ◦ (Xρe + eXρ)+ X′ρ ◦ X′σ + Xρ Xσ + Xσ Xρ
= X′ρ ◦ Xσ⊗1+1⊗σ + X′σ ◦ Xρ⊗1+1⊗ρ + X′ρ ◦ X′σ + Xρ⊗σ + Xσ⊗ρ
= X′ρ(σ⊗1+1⊗σ ) + X′σ (ρ⊗1+1⊗ρ) + X′ρ′σ + Xρ⊗σ + Xσ⊗ρ
= X′(ρσ )
according to Eq. (16). So we have proven Eq. (14) for non-trivial monomials of g-degree n. It remains
to prove the relation for monomials given by a single tree of degree n. To do this we need the action
of δ on iterated integrals which is given by Lemma 3.1 above. Let us compute δXτ using formula (8)
with τ = [τ1 · · ·τn]a:
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i
J [dxa Xθ1i ] Xθ2i
= X•a Xτ1···τn +
∑
i
X [θ1i ]a Xθ2i
where δXτ1···τn =∑i Xθ1i Xθ2i and θ1,2 satisfy ′(τ1 · · ·τn) =∑i θ1i ⊗ θ2i since our induction assump-
tions imply that the monomial τ1 · · ·τn , Eq. (14) holds. Then
δX [τ1···τn]a = X•a⊗(τ1···τn) + X
∑
i [θ1i ]a⊗θ2i = X•a⊗(τ1···τn)+
∑
i [θ1i ]a⊗θ2i
= X•a⊗(τ1···τn)+(Ba+⊗id)(
∑
i θ
1
i ⊗θ2i ) = X′([τ1···τn]a),
where we used Eq. (15). Then we proved Eq. (14). 
Example 4.2. Let us give an example in one dimension (d = 1) so trees are not decorated. The forests
of degree less or equal to three are:
•, ••, ••, ••
•
, •••, •••, •••.
The reduced coproduct on these monomials acts as follows:
′•• = •⊗•, ′(••) = 2•⊗•,
′••
• = ••⊗• + •⊗••,
′(•••) =•⊗•• + ••⊗• + ••⊗• + •⊗••,
′(•3) = 3•2⊗• + 3•⊗•2,
′ ••• =•⊗•• + 2••⊗•.
So we have
δX ••• = X•X•• + 2X••X•.
Remark 4.3. A particular case of the tree multiplicative property (14) is given by Chen’s multiplicative
property (9) with the aid of the relation (13).
As a ﬁrst elementary application of this result we derive a tree binomial formula.
Lemma 4.4 (Tree binomial). For every τ ∈ T and a,b 0 we have
(a + b)|τ | =
∑
i
τ !
τ
(1)
i !τ (2)i !
a|τ
(1)
i |b|τ
(2)
i |. (17)
Proof. Consider the iterated integrals T τ associated to the identity path t :R →R
T •ts = t − s, T [τ1···τn]ts =
t∫
T τ1us · · · T τnus du.s
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get
(t − s)|τ |
τ ! = T
τ
ts = T τus + T τtu +
′∑
i
T
τ
(1)
i
tu T
τ
(2)
i
us =
∑
i
T
τ
(1)
i
tu T
τ
(2)
i
us
=
∑
i
1
τ
(1)
i !τ (2)i !
(t − u)|τ (1)i |(u − s)|τ (1)i |.
Then setting t − u = a and u − s = b we get Eq. (17). 
4.1. Geometric paths
The above homomorphism X can be simpliﬁed using the fact that it is generated by a C1 fam-
ily x. Indeed Chen [18] proved that products of iterated integrals can be always expressed as linear
combination of iterated integrals via the shuﬄe product:
J (dxa1 · · ·dxan) ◦ J (dxb1 · · ·dxbm)= ∑
c∈Sh(a,b)
J (dxc1 · · ·dxcn+m) (18)
where given two multi-indexes a = (a1, . . . ,an) and b = (b1, . . . ,bn) their shuﬄes Sh(a,b) is the set of
all the possible permutations of the (n +m)-uple (a1, . . . ,an,b1, . . . ,bm) which does not change the
ordering of the two subsets a, b.
Using relation (18) we can reduce every Xτ for τ ∈ TL to a linear combination of {Xσ }σ∈T ChenL .
5. Series solutions of driven differential equations
Under appropriate conditions on the vectorﬁeld f : Rn → Rn the solution y of the differential
equation dy/dt = f (y) y0 = η admits the series representation
yt = η +
∑
τ∈T
ψ f (τ )(η)
t|τ |
σ(τ )τ ! (19)
which is called B-series (in honor of J. Butcher, see [1,4,5]). The coeﬃcients ψ f are called elementary
differentials and are deﬁned as
ψ f (•)(ξ) = f (ξ), ψ f ([τ 1 · · ·τ k])= ∑
b∈IL1
fb(η)ψ
f (τ 1)(ξ)b1 · · ·ψ f (τ k)(ξ)bk
where we introduce multi-indexes b ∈ IL1 =⋃∞k=0 Lk1, L1 = {1, . . . ,n}, with the convention L01 = ∅
and we set f∅(ξ) = f (ξ) and fb(ξ) =
∏|b|
i=1 ∂ξbi f (ξ) for the derivatives of the vectorﬁeld.
In this section we study the analogous series expansion for driven differential equation. Consider a
C1 path x : [0, T ] → Rd and let {xa}a∈L be its coordinates in a ﬁxed basis. Fix a point η ∈ Rn and let
fa :Rn →Rn , a = 1, . . . ,d, be a collection of analytic vectorﬁelds on Rn . Let R be a common analiticy
radius around η for all coordinates.
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representation
δyts =
∑
τ∈TL
1
σ(τ )
φ f (τ )(ys)X
τ
ts, y0 = η (20)
where the sum runs over all L-labeled rooted trees τ ∈ TL and where we recursively deﬁne functions
φ f : TL ×Rn →Rn such that
φ f (•a)(ξ) = fa(ξ), φ f
([
τ 1 · · ·τ k]a)(ξ) = ∑
b∈IL1: |b|=k
fa;b1···bk (ξ)
k∏
i=1
[
φ f
(
τ i
)
(ξ)
]bi
.
Proof. Let us assume for the moment that the series (20) converges absolutely. We will verify that
Eq. (20) satisﬁes the integral equation
δyts =
∑
a∈L
t∫
s
fa(yu)dx
a
u . (21)
Consider the Taylor series for f around ξ ∈Rn:
fa
(
ξ ′
)= ∑
b∈IL1
fa;b(ξ)
|b|!
|b|∏
i=1
(
ξ ′ − ξ)bi
where ξk is the k-th coordinate of the vector ξ ∈ Rn . By the analyticity of the vectorﬁelds fa this
series converges as long as |ξ − ξ ′| R − |ξ ′ − η|.
Compute the r.h.s. of Eq. (21) by plugging in Eq. (20) and the Taylor expansion of f :
∑
a∈L
t∫
s
fa(yu)dx
a
u
=
∑
a∈L
∑
b∈IL1
fa;b(ys)
|b|!
t∫
s
( |b|∏
i=1
δybius
)
dxau
=
∑
a∈L
∑
b∈IL1
fa;b(ys)
|b|!
t∫
s
|b|∏
i=1
[ ∑
τ∈TL
1
σ(τ )
[
φ f (τ )(ys)
]bi Xτus]dxau
=
∑
a∈L
∑
b∈IL1
fa;b(ys)
|b|!
∑
τ 1,...,τ |b|
1
σ(τ 1) · · ·σ(τ |b|)
( |b|∏
i=1
[
φ f
(
τ i
)
(ys)
]bi) t∫
s
|b|∏
i=1
Xτ
i
us dx
a
u
=
∑
a∈L
∞∑
k=0
∑
τ 1,...,τ k
1
k!σ(τ 1) · · ·σ(τ k)
∑
b∈IL : |b|=k
fa;b(ys)
(
k∏
i=1
[
φ f (τ )(ys)
]bi) t∫
s
k∏
i=1
Xτ
i
us dx
a
u1
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∑
a∈L
∞∑
k=0
∑
τ 1,...,τ k
1
σ([τ 1 · · ·τ k]a)δ(τ 1, . . . , τ k)φ
f ([τ 1 · · ·τ k]a)(ys)X [τ 1···τ k]ats
=
∑
τ∈TL
1
σ(τ )
φ f (τ )(ys)X
τ
ts
which proves the claim. Note the multiplicity factor δ which disappears from the last line.
To prove the absolute convergence of the series we need bounds on Xτ and φ f (τ ). For Xτ we
have:
∣∣Xτts∣∣ [A|t − s|]|τ |τ !
where A = supt∈[0,T ] |x˙t |. This bound can be easily proven inductively on τ .
Since fa are analytic functions, from Cauchy inequalities we obtain∣∣ fa,b(ys)∣∣ θ(b)M(R − rs)−|b|  |b|!M(R − rs)−|b|  g(|b|)(rs),
see e.g. [5, p. 47], where rs = |ys − η| and M is a constant depending only on { fa}a∈L and where
we introduced the function g(r) = MR(R − r)−1 and its derivatives g(k)(r) = MRk!(R − r)−k−1. Deﬁne
“elementary differentials” ψ : T × [0, R) →R for g as
ψ(•)(r) = g(r), ψ([τ1 · · ·τk])(r) = g(k)(r)k!M(R − r)−k.
Then we have the bounds |φ f (τ )(ys)| ψ(τ )(rs) for any τ ∈ TL and the series (20) can be bounded
by
∑
τ∈TL
1
σ(τ )
ψ(τ )(rs)A
|τ | |t − s||τ |
τ !
and by taking into account the multiplicity d|τ | of labeled trees corresponding to the same tree τ we
get
∑
τ∈T
1
σ(τ )
ψ(τ )(rs)(dA)
|τ | |t − s||τ |
τ ! .
This series is exactly the B-series (19) for the solution rt of the differential equation
drt
dt
= dA g(rt) = dA MR(R − rt)−1, r0 = 0 (22)
when written starting from rs at time s < t . Then
rt = rs +
∑
τ∈T
1
σ(τ )
ψ(τ )(rs)(dA)
|τ | |t − s||τ |
τ !
as long as the solution rt exists and has a power series expansion in t − s. But the explicit solution of
Eq. (22) is given by rt = R(1 − √1− t/t∗ ) with t∗ = R/(2dA M) and has power series expansion for
any t < t∗ . So the original series is summable at least for any t, s ∈ [0, t∗). 
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∑
τ∈TL X
τ
ts y
τ
s , more-
over we will use the convention X∅ts = 1 and y∅s = ys to write
yt =
∑
τ∈TL∪{∅}
Xτts y
τ
s .
The recursion for yτ reads
y•as = fa(ys), y[τ
1···τ k]a
s = σ(τ
1) · · ·σ(τ k)
σ (τ )
∑
b: |b|=k
fa,b(ys)y
τ1,b1
s · · · yτk,bks . (23)
We have the following theorem which shows that each of the paths yτ can be expanded in series
w.r.t. X with coeﬃcients which depends on the combinatorics of the reduced coproduct:
Theorem 5.2. For any τ ∈ TL ∪ {∅} we have
δyτts =
∑
σ∈TL,ρ∈FL
c′(σ , τ ,ρ)Xρts yσs (24)
where c′ is the counting function for the reduced coproduct: ′σ =∑τ ,ρ c′(σ , τ ,ρ)τ ⊗ ρ .
Proof. The proof is by induction on τ . The case τ = •a requires only Taylor expansion:
δy•ats = δ fa(y)ts =
∑
b
fa;b(y)
|b|! (δyts)
b
=
∑
k1
∑
τ 1,...,τ k
∑
b: |b|=k
fa;b(y)
k! y
τ 1,b1
s · · · yτ
k,bk
s X
τ 1···τ k
ts
=
∑
k1
∑
τ 1,...,τ k
σ([τ 1 · · ·τ k]a)
k!σ(τ 1) · · ·σ(τ k) y
[τ 1···τ k]a
s X
τ 1···τ k
ts
=
∑
k1
∑
τ 1,...,τ k
1
δ(τ 1, . . . , τ k)
y[τ
1···τ k]a
s X
τ 1···τ k
ts
=
∑
τ
c′(τ ,•a,ρ)yτs Xρts (25)
since c′(τ ,•a,ρ) is different from zero, and take value one, iff τ = [ρ]a .
Now, assume Eq. (24) holds for all τ ∈ T nL and let us prove that it holds for trees τ with |τ | = n+1.
So take τ = [τ 1 · · ·τ k]a with |τ | = n + 1, then |τ i | n for any i = 1, . . . ,k. To compute the action of
the map δ on yτ we use the recursive relation (23):
δy[τ
1···τ k]a
ts =
σ(τ 1) · · ·σ(τ k)
σ (τ )
∑
b: |b|=k
δ
[
fa,b(y)y
τ 1,b1 · · · yτ k,bk]ts (26)
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δ
(
g1 · · · gk)ts = (g1s + δg1ts) · · · (g1s + δg1ts)− g1s · · · gks =∑
G
G1ts · · ·Gkts
where the sum is over all possible choices of G-s such that Gits = gis or Gits = δgits excluding the
case where all the G-s are g (that is, there should be at least one factor of the form δgi). By Taylor
expansion
δ fa,b(y)ts =
∑
m1
∑
c: |c|=m
fa,bc(y)s
m!
∑
η1,...,ηm
yη
1,c1
s · · · yη
m,cm
s X
η1···ηm
ts
while using the induction hypothesis we have
δyτ
i =
∑
ρ i ,ζ i
c
(
ζ i, τ i,ρ i
)
Xρ
i
yζ
i =
∑
ζ i
Xζ
i
(2) yζ
i
δτ i ,ζ i
(1)
where there is an implicit sum over the terms ζ i
(1), ζ
i
(2) in the reduced coproduct of ζ
i and where
δτ i ,ζ i
(1)
denotes the Kronecker delta function. Then we rewrite Eq. (26) as
δy[τ
1···τ k]a
ts =
σ(τ 1) · · ·σ(τ k)
σ (τ )
×
∑
m0
1
m!
∑
ζ 1,...,ζk
∑
η1,...,ηm
∑
c: |c|=m+k
fa,c(ys)y
η1,c1
s · · · yη
m,cm
s y
ζ 1,cm+1
s · · · yζ
k,cm+k
s
× Xη
1···ηm···ζ 1
(2)···ζk(2)
ts δτ 1,ζ 1
(1)
· · · δτ k,ζk
(1)
. (27)
The summation in this formula has to be understood as follows: the sum over ζ i is performed on all
trees which contains τ i in the sense that c′(ζ i, τ i,ρ i) is different form zero for some ρ i and on the
tree ζ i = τ i in which case we understand that ζ i
(1) = τ i and ζ i(2) = ∅ (the empty forest). Note that this
case in not contained in the reduced coproduct but is generated by the Leibniz’s formula. Moreover
we implicitly exclude from the summation above the case when m = 0 and all the ζ i are equal to the
corresponding τ i . Then with this proviso we can simplify the above formula as
δy[τ
1···τ k]a
ts =
σ(τ 1) · · ·σ(τ k)
σ (τ )
∑
m0
1
m!
∑
ζ 1,...,ζk
∑
η1,...,ηm
σ(ζ )
σ (ζ 1) · · ·σ(ζ k)σ (η1) · · ·σ(ηm)
× Xη1···ηm···ζ 1(2)···ζk(2) yζ δτ 1,ζ 1
(1)
· · · δτ k,ζk
(1)
(28)
where ζ = [ζ 1 · · · ζ kη1 · · ·ηk]. Now, recalling Eq. (1), write
δy[τ
1···τ k]a
ts =
∑
m0
∑
ζ 1,...,ζk
∑
η1,...,ηm
(k +m)!
k!m!
δ(τ 1, . . . , τ k)
δ(ζ 1, . . . , ζ k, η1, . . . , ηk)
× Xη1···ηm···ζ 1(2)···ζk(2) yζ δτ 1,ζ 1 · · · δτ k,ζk . (29)(1) (1)
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c˜(κ1, κ2, κ3) =
{
c′(κ1, κ2, κ3) for κ3 = ∅,
δκ1,κ2 for κ3 = ∅
which counts the number of ways to cut away a forest κ3 from the tree κ1 leaving the tree κ2 where
we allow the empty cut which leaves the tree intact. Using c˜ we rewrite the last equation as
δy[τ
1···τ k]a
ts =
∑
m0
∑
ζ 1,...,ζk+m
∑
θ1,...,θm
(k +m)!
k!m!
δ(τ 1, . . . , τ k)
δ(ζ 1, . . . , ζ k+m)
c˜
(
ζ 1, τ 1, θ1
) · · · c˜(ζ k, τ k, θk)
× yζ Xζ 1···ζmθ1···θk (30)
where now ζ = [ζ 1 · · · ζ k+m]a and ζ 1, . . . , ζ k+m ∈ TL are non-empty trees and θ1, . . . , θk ∈ FL are
possibly empty forests but we exclude the case when m = 0 and all the θ i are empty. Now we will
show that this expression corresponds exactly to
δy[τ
1···τ k]a
ts =
∑
m0
∑
ζ∈TL: ζ=[ζ 1···ζk+m]a
c′
(
ζ,
[
τ 1 · · ·τ k]a, θ)Xθ yζ (31)
which is what we want to prove. Note that the restriction in the sum over trees ζ of the form
[ζ 1 · · · ζ k+m]a for some m 0 is due to the fact that for trees with less than k branches at the origin
the factor c(ζ, τ , θ) is zero.
Each forest ζ 1 · · · ζ k+m appears δ(ζ 1, . . . , ζ k+m) times in the summation, moreover given the tree
ζ = [ζ 1 · · · ζ k+m]a there are (k +m)!/(k!m!) ways to choose m branches of the root to cut away. Let
us say that these cuts are on the last m branches ζ k+1, . . . , ζ k+m . Then the rest of the cuts appears
on the ﬁrst k and for a ﬁxed set ζ 1, . . . , ζ k of trees to cut there are δ(τ 1, . . . , τ k) possible ways of
associating each τ to some ζ to determine the associated cuts (if they are possible at all). Chosen
the pairing between the ζ -s and the τ -s there are
∏k
i=1
∑
θ i∈FL c˜(ζ
i, τ i, θ i) possible cuts (note that
chosen ζ i and τ i the forest θ i is uniquely determined). Moreover since either m > 0 or some θ i = ∅
there is at least one proper (i.e. not empty nor full) cut in Eq. (30). This concludes the proof. 
6. Integration of ﬁnite increments
We recall the integration theory introduced in [23] in some details since this setting is quite
different from the original rough path theory developed in [21,20].
Notice that our future discussions will mainly rely on k-increments with k  3. We measure the
size of these increments by Hölder-like norms: for f ∈ C2(V ) let
‖ f ‖μ = sup
s,t∈[0,T ]
| fts|
|t − s|μ and C
μ
1 (V ) =
{
f ∈ C2(V ); ‖ f ‖μ < ∞
}
.
In the same way, for h ∈ C3(V ), set
‖h‖γ ,ρ = sup
s,u,t∈[0,T ]
|htus|
|u − s|γ |t − u|ρ ,
‖h‖μ = inf
{∑
‖hi‖ρi ,μ−ρi ; h =
∑
hi, 0< ρi < μ
}
, (32)i i
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of the numbers ρi ∈ (0, z). We set
Cμ3 (V ) =
{
h ∈ C3(V ); ‖h‖μ < ∞
}
.
Eventually, let C1+3 (V ) =
⋃
μ>1 Cμ3 (V ), and remark that the same kind of norms can be considered on
the spaces ZC3(V ), leading to the deﬁnition of the spaces ZCμ3 (V ) and ZC1+3 (V ).
With these notations in mind, the following proposition is a basic result which is at the core of
our approach to path-wise integration:
Proposition 6.1 (The Λ-map). There exists a unique linear map Λ : ZC1+3 (V ) → C1+2 (V ) such that
δΛ = IdZC3(V ).
Furthermore, for any μ > 1, this map is continuous from ZCμ3 (V ) to Cμ2 (V ) and we have
‖Λh‖μ  1
2μ − 2‖h‖μ, h ∈ ZC
1+
3 (V ). (33)
We can now give an algorithm for a canonical decomposition of the preimage of ZC1+3 (V ), or in
other words, of a function g ∈ C2(V ) whose increment δg is small enough:
Corollary 6.2. Take an element g ∈ C2(V ) such that δg ∈ Cμ3 (V ) for μ > 1. Then g can be decomposed in a
unique way as g = δ f + Λδg, where f ∈ C1(V ).
For any 2-increment g ∈ C2(V ), such that δg ∈ C1+3 (V ), set δ f = (Id− Λδ)g. Then
(δ f )ts = lim|Πts|→0
n∑
i=0
gti+1ti ,
where the limit is over any partition Πts = {t0 = t, . . . , tn = s} of [t, s] whose size tends to zero.
Proof. See [23]. 
7. Branched rough paths
Up to this point we have considered only properties of the iterated integrals of smooth functions
{xa}a∈L however from the algebraic point of view the only data we need to build the family {Xτ }τ∈TL
is a family of maps {Ia : C2 → C2}a∈L satisfying certain properties.
Deﬁnition 7.1. We call integral a linear map I : DI → DI on a sub-algebra DI ⊂ C+2 satisfying two
properties:
I(hf ) = I(h) f , ∀h ∈ DI , f ∈ C1,
and
δ I(h) = I(e)h +
∑
i
I
(
h1,i
)
h2,i, when h ∈ DI , δh =
∑
i
h1,ih2,i and h1,i ∈ DI .
We explicitly require that e ∈ DI .
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I( f ) = I( f e) and since f e = ef + δ f (as easily veriﬁed) we have
I( f ) = I(e) f + I(δ f )
for any f ∈ C1 such that δ f ∈ DI .
Given a family {Ia}a∈L of such integral maps on a common algebra D ⊆ C2 we can associate to
them a family {Xτ }τ∈FL recursively as done in Section 4 above:
X•a = Ia(e), X [τ 1···τ k]a = Ia(Xτ 1···τ k), Xτ 1···τ k = Xτ 1 ◦ · · · ◦ Xτ k .
In this way we establish an algebra homomorphism from ATL to a subalgebra of C2 generated by
the Xτ -s. This homomorphism sends the operation Ba+ on ATL to the integral map Ia on C2. It is not
diﬃcult to verify that Theorem 4.1 extends to the map X generated by the family {Ia}a .
Let us now introduce a regularity condition on the map X . Given γ ∈ (0,1] deﬁne the function qγ
on forests as qγ (τ ) = 1 for |τ | 1/γ and
qγ (τ ) = 1
2γ |τ | − 2
′∑
qγ
(
τ (1)
)
qγ
(
τ (2)
)
(34)
whenever τ ∈ T with |τ | > 1/γ and qγ (τ1 · · ·τn) = qγ (τ1) · · ·qγ (τn) for τ1, . . . , τn ∈ T .
Note that qγ satisﬁes also the equation
qγ (τ ) = 1
2γ |τ |
∑
qγ
(
τ (1)
)
qγ
(
τ (2)
)
which involves the splitting given by the coproduct  while the deﬁnition (34) involves the splitting
of trees given by the reduced coproduct ′ .
Deﬁnition 7.2. We call a homomorphism X : AT → C2 a branched rough path (BRP) of roughness
γ > 0, if it satisﬁes Eq. (14) and moreover is such that
∥∥Xτ∥∥
γ |τ |  B A
|τ |qγ (τ ), τ ∈ FL, (35)
for some constants B ∈ [0,1] and A  0.
Under certain conditions we can extend a homomorphism X : AnT → C2 deﬁned only on the
sub-algebra of trees with degree less or equal to n to the whole algebra.
Theorem 7.3. Let us give a partial homomorphism X : AnTL → C2 satisfying Eq. (14) and such that there
exist positive constants γ , A  0, B ∈ [0,1] for which
∥∥Xτ∥∥
γ |τ |  B A
|τ |qγ (τ ), τ ∈ T nL, (36)
with γ (n + 1) > 1. Then there exists a unique extension of X to a branched rough path deﬁned on the whole
AT with roughness γ and such that Eq. (36) holds for any τ ∈ TL .
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satisfying Eq. (14) and for which we have∥∥Xτ∥∥
γ |τ |  Bqγ (τ )A
|τ |, τ ∈ T mL . (37)
This is true if m = n. Let us prove that we can extend X to the set of trees with degree m + 1 with
the same bound on the Hölder norms. Since γm γ (n + 1) > 1 we can set Xτ := Λ[X′τ ] for every
τ such that |τ | =m. Indeed
∥∥X′τ∥∥mγ ∑
i
∥∥Xτ (1)i ⊗τ (2)i ∥∥mγ  ′∑
i
∥∥Xτ (1)i ∥∥|τ (1)i |γ ∥∥Xτ (2)i ∥∥|τ (2)i |γ
since |τ (1)i | + |τ (2)i | = m for every i. This shows that X
′τ ∈ Cmγ2 and so it is in the domain of Λ if
δX
′τ = 0, but by the induction hypothesis
δX
′τ = δ
′∑
i
Xτ
(1)
i Xτ
(2)
i =
′∑
i
[
δXτ
(1)
i
]
Xτ
(2)
i −
′∑
i
Xτ
(1)
i
[
δXτ
(2)
i
]
= X (id⊗′)′τ−(′⊗id)′τ = 0
by coassociativity of the reduced coproduct. To prove the bound on Xτ recall that
∥∥Xτ∥∥
γ |τ | =
∥∥ΛX′τ∥∥
γ |τ | 
1
2|τ |γ − 2
′∑
i
∥∥Xτ (1)i ∥∥|τ (1)i |γ ∥∥Xτ (2)i ∥∥|τ (2)i |γ
 B2 1
2|τ |γ − 2
′∑
i
A|τ
(1)
i |+|τ (2)i |qγ
(
τ
(1)
i
)
qγ
(
τ
(2)
i
)
 B2A|τ |qγ (τ )
and since B  1 we have the required bound. 
Remark 7.4. While we have not been able to prove any asymptotic behavior for qγ (τ ) as |τ | → ∞ we
conjecture that
qγ (τ )  C1C |τ |2 (τ !)−γ (38)
for some constants C1 and C2. For the class of linear Chen trees T Chen this conjecture is true thanks
to the inequality
n∑
k=0
aγ kbγ (n−k)
(k!)γ (n − k!)γ  cγ
(a + b)γn
(n!)γ (39)
valid for any γ ∈ (0,1] and a,b  0 and where the constant cγ depends only on γ . We prove this
inequality in Appendix A. Note that this inequality is a variant of Lyons’ neo-classical inequality (see
e.g. [20]) which in our notations reads
n∑ aγ kbγ (n−k)
(γ k)![γ (n − k)n]!  cγ
(a + b)γn
(γn)! . (40)k=0
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inequality” of the form
∑ aγ |τ (1)|bγ |τ (2)|
(τ (1)!)γ (τ (2)!)γ  cγ
(a + b)γ |τ |
(τ !)γ (41)
for any τ ∈ T . The inequality is true when γ = 1 by using the tree binomial formula given in
Lemma 4.4.
The asymptotic behavior (38) appears also in the estimation of tree-indexed iterated integrals in
the context of 3d Navier–Stokes equation studied in [30] (see also Section 9).
We denote with ΩγT ,L the space of γ -BRP, on this space we can introduce a distance by letting
dγ (X, Y ) =
∑
τ∈FnL
∥∥Xτ − Y τ∥∥
γ |τ |
where n is again the largest integer such that nγ  1. This distance is strong enough to separate
points in ΩγT ,L:
Corollary 7.5. If X, Y ∈ ΩγT ,L and dγ (X, Y ) = 0 then X = Y .
Proof. If we let Zτ = Xτ − Y τ for τ ∈ T nL then the partial homomorphism Z is such that Zτ = 0 and
satisfy Eq. (14) for all τ ∈ T nL . Then we can choose B = 0 and an arbitrary A in the bounds (36) and
use Theorem 7.3 to conclude that we must have Zτ = 0 for any τ ∈ TL , i.e. that X = Y . 
Deﬁnition 7.6. An almost branched rough path (aBRP) is a partial homomorphism X˜ : AnT → C2 such
that it approximately satisﬁes Eq. (14) for any tree τ ∈ T nL modulus an element of C1+3 and for which
we have
max
τ∈T nL
∥∥ X˜τ∥∥
γ |τ |  K (42)
for some constant K and some γ > 1/(n + 1).
Then we have the following result:
Theorem 7.7. For any aBRP X˜ there is a unique BRP X of roughness γ such that
max
τ∈T nL
∥∥Xτ − X˜τ∥∥
(n+1)γ < ∞.
Proof. The assumption is that δ X˜τ = X˜′τ + Rτ where Rτ ∈ C(n+1)γ3 for any τ ∈ FnL .
We will set Xτ = X˜τ + Q τ and determine the increments Q τ by induction. First look at τ such
that |τ | = 1, in this case
δXτ = δ X˜τ + δQ τ = Rτ + δQ τ
since ′τ = 0. Then we set Q τ = −ΛRτ since Rτ ∈ ZC1+3 . So that we obtain δXτ = 0 as it should
be. Now assume that for τ ∈ T mL we have obtained Q τ such that δXτ = X
′τ and let us ﬁnd such
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δ X˜τ =
′∑
X˜τ
(1)
X˜τ
(2) + Rτ
since both τ (1) and τ (2) have degree less than m + 1 we can apply the induction hypothesis and
obtain δ X˜τ =∑′(Xτ (1) − Q τ (1) )(Xτ (2) − Q τ (2) ) + Rτ . Now let
R˜τ =
′∑[
Q τ
(1)
Xτ
(2) + Xτ (1) Q τ (2) − Q τ (1) Q τ (2)]− Rτ
so that δ X˜τ − R˜τ =∑′ Xτ (1) Xτ (2) . If we can show that R˜τ ∈ ZC1+3 , then setting Q τ = Λ[R˜τ ] we would
have obtained δXτ = δ X˜τ − R˜τ =∑′ Xτ (1) Xτ (2) as required and the induction would be complete. It
is clear that R˜τ ∈ C1+3 . The only problem is to prove that it is in the image of δ. By the triviality of
the complex (C∗, δ) this is equivalent to show that δ R˜τ = 0. Note that
δ R˜τ = δ
[
δ X˜τ −
′∑
Xτ
(1)
Xτ
(2)
]
= −δ
′∑
Xτ
(1)
Xτ
(2)
.
Using again the induction hypothesis we get
δ R˜τ =
′∑
Xτ
(1)
δXτ
(2) −
′∑
δXτ
(1)
Xτ
(2)
=
′∑
Xτ
(1)
X
′τ (2) −
′∑
X
′τ (1) Xτ
(2) = X (id⊗′)′τ − X (′⊗id)′τ .
But now δ R˜τ = X (id⊗′)′τ−(′⊗id)′τ = 0 since the reduced coproduct is coassociative. The proof of
uniqueness is left to the reader. 
8. Controlled paths
Following the line of development of [23] we describe now a suﬃciently large class of paths which
can be integrated against a given γ -branched rough path X . We then show that this set of paths
constitutes an algebra and that integration and application of suﬃciently regular maps preserve this
class. It will constitute the natural space where to look for solutions of rough differential equations
driven by a branched path.
In Section 5 we showed that the solution y of a driven differential equation has the form of a
series indexed by trees: δyts =∑τ∈TL Xτts yτs (cf. Eq. (20)) for suitable coeﬃcients functions {yτ : τ ∈TL} which satisfy Eq. (24).
This suggests the following:
Deﬁnition 8.1. Let X be a γ -BRP and let n be the largest integer such that nγ  1. For any κ ∈
(1/(n + 1), γ ] a path y is a κ-weakly controlled by X with values in V if there exist paths {yτ ∈
C|τ |κ2 (V ): τ ∈ Fn−1L } and remainders {y ∈ Cnκ2 (V ), y,τ ∈ C(n−|τ |)κ2 (V ), τ ∈ Fn−1L } such that
δy =
∑
τ∈Fn−1L
Xτ yτ + y (43)
and for τ ∈ Fn−1L :
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∑
σ∈Fn−1L
∑
ρ
c′(σ , τ ,ρ)Xρ yσ + yτ , (44)
where we mean δyτ = yτ , when |τ | = n − 1. We denote Qκ (X; V ) the vector space of κ-weakly
controlled paths by X with values in V . Fixed a norm | · | on V we introduce a norm ‖ · ‖Q,κ on
Qκ (X; V ) as
‖y‖Q,κ = |y0| +
∥∥y∥∥nκ + ∑
τ∈Fn−1L
∥∥yτ ,∥∥
κ(n−|τ |).
To be precise, a well-deﬁned element in Qκ (X; V ) is given by specifying the path y and all its
“derivatives” {yτ }τ but we usually omit this for the sake of brevity. A path in Qκ (X; V ) has a partial
expansion in X with a remainder denoted with y . Likewise every coeﬃcient path in this expansion
has a similar expansion of progressively lower order. We write Qκ (X) = Qκ (X;R).
Example 8.2. Let us give an example for d = 1 of the structure of a controlled path (since d = 1 the
partial series are indexed by unlabeled trees). Take γ > 1/5 so that n = 4 and assume that X is a
γ -BRP. Then y ∈ Qγ corresponds to the set of paths
y ∈ Cγ1 , y• ∈ Cγ1 , y•
•
, y•• ∈ C2γ1 , y •
••
, y••• y •••, y••
•
, y••• ∈ C3γ1
satisfying the following algebraic relations
δy = X• y• + X•• y•• + X•• y•• + X ••• y ••• + X••• y••• + X ••• y ••• + X••• y••• + X••
•
y••
•
+ y,
δy• = X•(y•• + 2y••)+ X••(y••• + y•••)+ X••(y••• + y ••• + 3y•••)+ y•,,
δy•• = X•(y••• + 2y ••• + y•••)+ y••,,
δy•• = X•(y••• + y•••)+ y••,,
δy ••• = y •••,,
δy••• = y•••,,
δy••• = y•••,,
δy••
•
= y••
•
,
with remainders of orders
y ∈ C4γ2 , y•, ∈ C3γ2 , y•
•,
, y••, ∈ C2γ2 , y •
••,
, y•••,, y•••,, y••
•
, ∈ Cγ2 .
The following lemma will be useful in computations below.
Lemma 8.3.
δy =
∑
τ∈Fn−1L
Xτ yτ ,.
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δy =
∑
τ∈Fn−1L
Xτ δyτ −
∑
τ∈Fn−1L
δXτ yτ
=
∑
|τ |=n−1
Xτ δyτ +
∑
τ∈Fn−2L
Xτ
( ∑
σ∈Fn−1L
∑
ρ
c′(σ , τ ,ρ)Xρ yσ + yτ ,
)
−
∑
σ∈Fn−1L
δXσ yσ
=
∑
|τ |=n−1
Xτ δyτ +
∑
τ∈Fn−2L
∑
σ∈Fn−1L
∑
ρ
c′(σ , τ ,ρ)Xτ Xρ yσ +
∑
τ∈Fn−2L
Xτ yτ , −
∑
σ∈Fn−1L
δXσ yσ
=
∑
|τ |=n−1
Xτ δyτ +
∑
σ∈Fn−1L
∑
τ∈Fn−2L ,ρ
c′(σ , τ ,ρ)Xτ Xρ yσ +
∑
τ∈Fn−2L
Xτ yτ , −
∑
σ∈Fn−1L
δXσ yσ
=
∑
|τ |=n−1
Xτ δyτ +
∑
σ∈Fn−1L
(
X
′σ − δXσ )yσ + ∑
τ∈Fn−2L
Xτ yτ ,
=
∑
τ∈Fn−1L
Xτ yτ ,. 
Lemma 8.4. Let ϕ ∈ Cnb (Rk,R) and y ∈ Qκ (X;Rk), then zt = ϕ(yt) is a weakly controlled path, z ∈Qκ (X;R), and its coeﬃcients are given by
zτ =
n−1∑
m=1
∑
b∈IL1
|b|=m
ϕb(y)
m!
∑
τ1,...,τm∈Fn−1L
τ1···τm=τ
yτ1,b1 · · · yτm,bm , τ ∈ Fn−1L ,
where L1 = {1, . . . ,k} (note that all the summations are over a ﬁnite number of terms).
Proof. The Taylor expansion for ϕ reads
ϕ
(
ξ ′
)= ϕ(ξ) + n−1∑
m=1
∑
b∈IL1
|b|=m
ϕb(ξ)
m!
(
ξ ′ − ξ)b + O (∣∣ξ ′ − ξ ∣∣n)
which plugged into δz = δϕ(y) gives
δzts =
n−1∑
m=1
∑
b∈IL1
|b|=m
ϕb(ys)
m! (δyts)
b + O (|t − s|nκ )
=
n−1∑
m=1
∑
τ 1,...,τm∈Fn−1L
∑
b∈IL1
|b|=m
ϕb(ys)
m! y
τ 1,b1
s · · · yτ
m,bm
s X
τ 1···τm
ts + O
(|t − s|nκ )
which gives the required result. To show that every zτ satisﬁes the δ-equations (44) we can use a
truncated version of the arguments used in Theorem 5.2. We omit the details. 
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functions. We will now prove that there exists an extension of the integral maps {Ia}a to the algebra
Qγ (X).
Theorem 8.5. The integral maps {Ia}a∈L can be extended to maps Ia : Qκ (X) → δQκ (X). If y ∈ Qκ (X) then
δz = Ia(y) is such that
δz = X•a z•a +
∑
τ∈T nL
Xτ zτ + z (45)
where z•a = y, z[τ ]a = yτ and zero otherwise. Moreover
z = Λ
[ ∑
τ∈Fn−1L ∪{∅}
XB
+
a (τ ) yτ ,
]
∈ Cκ(n+1)2 .
Proof. Let h =∑τ∈Fn−1L Xτ yτ so that δy = h + y . By linearity and by the deﬁnition of X we have
h ∈ DI and
Ia(h) =
∑
τ∈Fn−1L
Ia
(
Xτ
)
yτ =
∑
τ∈Fn−1L
X [τ ]a yτ = Ia(δy − y).
We would like to show that we can extend Ia such that Ia(y) is well deﬁned so that we can set
Ia(δy) =
∑
τ∈Fn−1L
X [τ ]a yτ + Ia(y).
To do this we compute the action of δ on Ia(y). Since we want to preserve the properties of Ia we
have to require that
δ Ia
(
y
)= Ia(e)y + ∑
τ∈Fn−1L
Ia
(
Xτ
)
yτ , = X•a y +
∑
τ∈Fn−1L
X [τ ]a yτ ,
where we used the computation of δyτ , in Lemma 8.3. Since X is a γ -BRP and y ∈ Qκ (X) with
1/(n + 1) < κ < γ we see that the r.h.s. of this equation belongs to ZC(n+1)κ3 ⊂ ZC1+3 so that it
belongs to the domain of the Λ map and then we can deﬁne
Ia
(
y
)= Λ[X•a y + ∑
τ∈Fn−1L
X [τ ]a yτ ,
]
which proves out statement taking into account that we can set z = Ia(y) = Ia(1)y + Ia(δy). 
Example 8.6. Let us continue our one-dimensional example. For the integral z = I(y) of the controlled
path y introduced in Example 8.2 we get
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•
y•• + X ••• y•• + X •••
•
y••• + X ••
••
y ••• + X •••• y••• + X••
••
y••
•
+ z
= X•z• + X••z•• + X••
•
z••
•
+ X •••z ••• + z
with
z = Λ[X• y + X•• y•, + X••• y••, + X ••• y••, + X •••• y •••, + X •••• y•••, + X •••• y•••,],
and the coeﬃcients satisfy:
δz• = δy = X• y• + X•• y•• + X•• y•• + X ••• y ••• + X••• y••• + X ••• y ••• + X••• y••• + X••
•
y••
•
+ y
= X•z•• + X•• y••
•
+ X••z ••• + z•,,
δz•• = δy• = X•(y•• + 2y••)+ X••(y••• + y•••)+ X••(y••• + y ••• + 3y•••)+ y•,
= X•(z••• + 2z •••)+ z••,,
δz••
•
= δy•• = X•(y••• + 2y ••• + y•••)+ y••,
= z••
•
,
,
δz ••• = δy•• = X•(y••• + y•••)+ y••,
= z •••,.
Remark 8.7. Given a controlled path y ∈ Qκ (X;Rn ⊗ Rd) we can lift it to a branched rough path Y
indexed by TL1 by the following recursion
Y •b =
∑
a∈L
Ia
(
yab
)
, Y [τ 1···τ k]b =
∑
a∈L
Ia
(
yabY τ
1 ◦ · · · ◦ Y τk), b ∈ L1.
Indeed { J b(·) =∑a∈L Ia(yab·)}b∈L1 deﬁnes a family of integrals in the sense of Deﬁnition 7.1 and Y
is the associated γ -BRP.
8.1. Rough differential equations
Let fa ∈ C(Rk;Rk), a = 1, . . . ,d, a family of vectorﬁelds on Rk . Given a family on integral map Ia
which deﬁne a γ -BRP X we consider the rough differential equation
δy =
∑
a∈L
Ia
(
fa(y)
)
, y0 = η ∈Rk (46)
in the time interval [0, T ]. This equation has a well-deﬁned meaning when the vectorﬁelds fa are
Cnb with n the largest integer for which nγ  1. In this case we can look for solutions of the above
equation with y ∈ Qγ (X;Rk) and Eq. (46) can be understood as a ﬁxed point problem in Qγ (X;Rk)
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δΓ (y) =
∑
a∈L
Ia
(
fa(y)
)
, Γ (y)0 = η
is well deﬁned from Qγ (X;Rk) onto itself thanks to Lemma 8.4 and Theorem 8.5.
Theorem 8.8. If { fa}a∈L is a family of Cnb vectorﬁelds then the rough differential equation (46) has a global
solution y ∈ Qγ (X;Rk) for any initial condition η ∈Rk.
If the vectorﬁelds are Cn+1b the solution Φ(η, X) ∈ Qγ (X;Rk) is unique and the map Φ : Rk × ΩγT ,L →
Qγ (X;Rk) is Lipschitz in any ﬁnite interval [0, T ].
Proof. The proof of existence is based on a compactness argument on the map Γ . Global solutions
are obtained exploiting the boundedness of the vectorﬁelds (and of their derivatives). Uniqueness is
proven by contraction on suﬃciently small time interval [0, S]. The arguments are just direct adap-
tation of the proof of similar statements which can be found in [23] and are quite standard so we
prefer to omit them. 
9. Inﬁnite dimensional rough equations
Another motivation to introduce a rough path theory based on tree-indexed iterated integrals
comes from the observation that inﬁnite dimensional differential equations generate quite naturally
expansions in trees which cannot be reduced to “linear” iterated integrals by the means of some geo-
metric property. We still do not have a general theory of such equations but in this section we would
like to justify our point of view by the means of three examples which we have studied in detail
elsewhere [26,30,27]: the 1d periodic deterministic Korteweg–de Vries (KdV) equation, Navier–Stokes
like equations and a class of stochastic partial differential equations. Given the illustrative purpose of
this section we will keep the exposition at a formal level. Rigorous results can be found in the papers
cited above.
9.1. The KdV equation
The 1d periodic KdV equation is the partial differential equation
∂tu(t, ξ) + ∂3ξ u(t, ξ) +
1
2
∂ξu(t, ξ)
2 = 0, u(0, ξ) = u0(ξ), (t, ξ) ∈R×T, (47)
where the initial condition u0 belongs to some Sobolev space Hα(T) of the torus T = [−π,π ]. This
equation has many interesting features (e.g. it is a completely integrable system) but here we are
interested only in the interplay between the non-linear term and the dispersive linear term which is
the generator of the Airy group U (t) of isometries of Hα . By going to Fourier variables and setting
vt = U (t)ut we recast the above equation in integral form
vt(k) = v0(k) + ik
2
′∑
k1
t∫
0
e−i3kk1k2s vs(k1)vs(k2)ds, t ∈ [0, T ], k ∈ Z∗, (48)
where k2 = k − k1 and v0(k) = u0(k) and where the primed summation excludes the values k1 = 0
and k1 = k. We restrict our attention to initial conditions such that v0(0) = 0. By introducing the
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∑′
k1
e−i3kk1k2σ ϕ(k1)ϕ(k2) this equation takes the abstract form
vt = vs +
t∫
s
X˙σ (vσ , vσ )dσ , t, s ∈ [0, T ].
By iteratively substituting the unknown in this integral equation we obtain an expansion whose ﬁrst
terms look like
vt = vs +
t∫
s
dσ X˙σ (vs, vs) + 2
t∫
s
dσ X˙σ
(
vs,
σ∫
s
dσ1 X˙σ1(vs, vs)
)
+
t∫
s
dσ X˙σ
( σ∫
s
dσ1 X˙σ1(vs, vs),
σ∫
s
dσ2 X˙σ2(vs, vs)
)
+ 4
t∫
s
dσ X˙σ
(
vs,
σ∫
s
dσ1 X˙σ1
(
vs,
σ1∫
s
dσ2 X˙σ2(vs, vs)
))
+ rts (49)
where rts stands for the remaining terms in the expansion. Denote with TBP ⊆ T the set of (unlabeled)
planar rooted trees with at most two branches at each node. A planar tree is a rooted tree endowed
with an ordering of the branches at each node. Then each of the terms in this expansion can be
associated to a tree in TBP and we can deﬁne recursively multilinear operators Xτ as
X•ts(ϕ1,ϕ2) =
t∫
s
X˙σ (ϕ1,ϕ2)dσ ,
X [τ
1]
ts (ϕ1, . . . ,ϕm+1) =
t∫
s
X˙σ
(
Xτ
1
σ s(ϕ1, . . . ,ϕm),ϕm+1
)
dσ
and
X [τ
1τ 2]
ts (ϕ1, . . . ,ϕm+n) =
t∫
s
X˙σ
(
Xτ
1
σ s(ϕ1, . . . ,ϕm), X
τ 2
σ s(ϕm+1, . . . ,ϕm+n)
)
dσ .
Eq. (49) has then the form
δv = X•(v×2)+ X••(v×3)+ X•••(v×4)+ X •••(v×4)+ r (50)
as an equation for k-increments where v×ns = (vs, . . . , vs) (n times). Moreover we have algebraic
relations for the Xτ -s, for example
δX••(ϕ1,ϕ2,ϕ3) = X•
(
X•(ϕ1,ϕ2),ϕ3
)
,
δX••
•
(ϕ1,ϕ2,ϕ3,ϕ4) = X•
(
X••(ϕ1,ϕ2,ϕ3),ϕ4
)+ X••(X•(ϕ1,ϕ2),ϕ3,ϕ4),
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δX •••(ϕ1,ϕ2,ϕ3,ϕ4) = X•
(
X•(ϕ1,ϕ2), X•(ϕ3,ϕ4)
)
+ X••(ϕ1,ϕ2, X•(ϕ3,ϕ4))+ X••(ϕ3,ϕ4, X•(ϕ1,ϕ2))
where we used the symmetry of the operator X˙ to obtain this last equation. These relations have
much in common with the analogous relations for branched rough paths, however here the additional
information of the position of the various arguments must be taken into account in the combinatorics
of the reduced coproduct. It would be interesting to determine a Hopf algebra structure on TBP which
could account for these relations in a general way.
Our interest in the X-operators comes from the fact that they are, usually, more regular than the
original operator X˙ . This additional regularity usually comes at the expense of their Hölder time
regularity when considered as operator-valued increments. We are then naturally led to consider
Eq. (50) as a rough equation and to try to solve it using the Λ map. For example using only up
to the double iterated integrals we would obtain the equation
δv = (1− Λδ)[X•(v×2)+ X••(v×3)]
which in some cases can be solved by ﬁxed point methods. This strategy has allowed us to obtain
solutions of the KdV equation for initial data in Hα with any α > −1/2.
9.2. Navier–Stokes-like equations
The d-dimensional NS equation (or the Burgers’ equation) have the abstract form
ut = Stu0 +
t∫
0
St−s B(us,us)ds (51)
where S is a bounded semi-group on a Banach space B and B is a symmetric bilinear operator which
is usually deﬁned only on a subspace of B. Here we cannot proceed as in the previous section since
S is only a semi-group and we must cope with the convolution directly. In [30] we showed that the
solutions of this equation in the case of the 3d NS equation have the series representation
ut = Stu0 +
∑
τ∈TB
Xτt0
(
u×d(τ )0
)
(52)
where d(τ ) is a degree function and the d(τ )-multilinear operator Xτ has recursive deﬁnition
X•ts
(
ϕ×2
)= t∫
s
St−u B(Su−sϕ, Su−sϕ)du,
X [τ
1]
ts
(
ϕ×(d(τ 1)+1)
)= t∫
s
St−u B
(
Xτ
1
us
(
ϕ×d(τ 1)
)
,ϕ
)
du
and
X [τ
1τ 2]
ts
(
ϕ×(d(τ 1)+d(τ 2))
)= t∫ St−u B(Xτ 1us (ϕ×d(τ 1)), Xτ 2us (ϕ×d(τ 2)))du.
s
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∣∣Xτ (ϕ×d(τ ))∣∣B  C |t − s|ε|τ |(τ !)ε |ϕ|d(τ )B
where ε  0 is a constant depending on the particular Banach space B we choose. The series (52)
can be shown to be norm convergent at least for small t and deﬁne local solution of NS. Due to the
presence of the convolution integral these X operators do not behave nicely with respect to δ. In [27]
we introduced cochain complex (Cˆ∗, δ˜) adapted to the study of such convolution integrals where the
coboundary is given by δ˜h = δh− ah− ha with ats = St−s − Id the 2-increment naturally associated to
the semi-group. There exists also a corresponding Λ˜-map which provides an appropriate inverse to δ˜.
Algebraic relations for these iterated integrals have then by-now familiar expressions, e.g.:
δ˜X••
(
ϕ×3
)= X•(X•(ϕ×2),ϕ)
and so on.
9.3. Polynomial SPDEs
In the paper [27] we study path-wise solutions to SPDEs in the mild form
ut = Stu0 +
t∫
0
St−s dws f (us) (53)
where the solution ut lives in some Hilbert space B, S is an analytic semi-group in B, f : B → V
some non-linear function with values another Hilbert space V and w a Gaussian stochastic process
with values in the space of linear operators from V to B (possibly unbounded). Like in the NS case
above this abstract equation allows an expansion in trees when the non-linear term is polynomial.
For example taking f (ϕ) = B(ϕ,ϕ) for some symmetric bilinear operator B we get a stack of iterated
integrals on the stochastic process w:
X•ts
(
ϕ×2
)= t∫
s
St−u dwuB(Su−sϕ, Su−sϕ),
X [τ
1]
ts
(
ϕ×(d(τ 1)+1)
)= t∫
s
St−u dwuB
(
Xτ
1
us
(
ϕ×d(τ 1)
)
,ϕ
)
and
X [τ
1τ 2]
ts
(
ϕ×(d(τ 1)+d(τ 2))
)= t∫
s
St−u dwuB
(
Xτ
1
us
(
ϕ×d(τ 1)
)
, Xτ
2
us
(
ϕ×d(τ 2)
))
,
where these integrals can be deﬁned by stochastic integration with respect to the process w (Itô
or Stratonovich). So, provided useful (path-wise) estimates for these operators are available, we can
use the (Cˆ, δ˜) complex and the Λ˜ map to set up rough equations and study path-wise solutions of
polynomial SPDE like Eq. (53).
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Proposition A.1. For any γ ∈ (0,1] there exists a constant cγ such that
n∑
k=0
aγ kbγ (n−k)
(k!)γ ((n − k)!)γ  cγ
(a + b)γn
(n!)γ (A.1)
for any a,b > 0 and n 0.
Proof. Using Stirling’s asymptotic for the factorial: n! = en(logn−1)√2πn(1 + O (1/n)) as n → ∞ we
can bound the sum Sn on the l.h.s. of Eq. (A.1) by
Sn 
aγn
(n!)γ +
bγn
(n!)γ +
n−1∑
k=1
aγ kbγ (n−k) e
γ k(1−logk)+γ (n−k)(1−log(n−k))+d
(2π)γ kγ (n − k)γ g(k)
where g  1 is a bounded function such that g(k) → 1 as k → ∞ and n − k → ∞. Let ϕ(x) =
x log(x/a) + (1− x) log[(1− x)/b] + log(a + b), then
(n!)γ (a + b)−γnSn 
(
a
a + b
)γn
+
(
b
a + b
)γn
+
n−1∑
k=1
(n!)γ e
γ (n−logn)−γnϕ(k/n)
(2π)γ kγ (n − k)γ .
Using again the asymptotic formula for n! we get
(n!)γ (a + b)−γnSn  2+
n−1∑
k=1
nγ e−γnϕ(k/n)
(2π)γ /2kγ (n − k)γ g
′(k), (A.2)
where g′ is another function with the same properties as g . The function ϕ has minimum in a/(a+b)
and ϕ(a/(a + b)) = 0. In the limit n → ∞ the contributions to the sum coming from the terms for
which |k/n − a/(a + b)| > ε is exponentially suppressed. Moreover ϕ′′(a/(a + b)) = (a + b)2/(ab) 1
so the sum for the values of k for which |k/n − a/(a + b)| ε can be bounded by a Gaussian integral
uniformly in a,b. Then the r.h.s. of Eq. (A.2) can be bounded by a constant independent of a,b. 
Remark A.2. The same approach can be used to prove the original neo-classical inequality if we do
not care for optimality of the constant.
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